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Abstract
In this paper, we present interesting application of Air -coupled ultrasonic guided waves for Rapid Inspection of cracks in Silicon wafers. This
application proposed relies on using Air coupled transducer to excite and detect the antisymmetric (A0) Lamb wave mode in Polycrystalline
Silicon wafers. In this experimental work a prototype scanner with dedicated hardware and software that allows rapid screening for cracks
in wafer is demonstrated.

across an interface between two materials only a proportion
of the sound is transmitted, the rest of the sound is reflected.
The proportion of the sound that is transmitted depends on
how close the acoustic impedance of the two materials
matches. Few companies have been developing commercial
air-coupled transducers suitable for field applications. Most
of these transducers are made of a piezoelectric element that
is matched to air with the use of multiple discrete matching
layers. The last matching layer is often porous paper to
maximize the transmission into the air. The Ultran Group,
USA has developed and patented non-contact transducer
with Gas Matrix Polymer (GMP) composite material using
pressed fiber of acoustic impedance of 0.1 Mrayl as the final
matching layer [4]. GMP transducers from Ultran were
reported to detect and image defects even in sufficiently
thick composite laminates and honey comb structures using
conventional ultrasonics instrumentation [5].

The aim of this paper is to explore the possibility of
using air coupled transducer for generating and receiving
Lamb wave in wafers for crack detection. The focus is on the
development of rapid non-contact experimental system for
finding cracks in Polycrystalline Silicon wafers.

2 Generation of Lamb Waves in Silicon Wafers

The Lamb waves are conventionally used in non-
destructive testing of plates with contact transducers. We
present here a brief discussion to understand the lamb wave
propagation by the dispersion curves which has been
researched and well documented by many authors [6,7].
There are two groups of waves, symmetric and anti-
symmetric, that satisfy the wave equation and boundary
conditions for thin wafer like plate and each can propagate
independently of the other. At very low frequencies only two
fundamental modes S0 and A0 mode exists. S0 mode, the

1. Introduction

Most Silicon based photovoltaic cells (PV Cells) for
solar energy are produced from Polycrystalline Silicon. Solar
industry is driven by economic reasons to produce solar
panels in large size wafer at low-cost using polycrystalline
solar-grade silicon. The residual stress during virgin wafer
manufacturing process and during solar cell panel
manufacturing process can cause cracks in wafers and in
turn causes wastage of processed silicon wafers. Several
techniques of non-destructive crack detection have been
proposed only few techniques have been used in industry
and only some of them can be used at all steps of production
processes. The most interesting of them are optical and
ultrasonic methods. The optical transmission method of
detecting ì-crack in wafer at different steps of a production
processes has been recently been demonstrated [1]. Recently
an ultrasonic vibration based method called Resonance
Ultrasonic Vibrations (RUV) was reported which is capable of
picking out cracked solar grade Silicon wafers by monitoring
their resonance peak characteristics [2,3]. But most of the
NDT methods in literature accept RUV have found to be
unsuitable for fast inline inspection in all steps of a
production process. RUV was able to determine cracks of
length more than 5mm. In this paper, a novel air coupled
ultrasonic non destructive technique is presented as an
alternative to RUV for crack detection silicon wafers.

In the last decades there has been growing use of air
coupled ultrasonics as a tool for defect detection. One of the
main advantages of this method is inspection does not
depend on contact conditions (pressure, coupling medium,
contact area) coupling materials such as water, oil ,and gel
based materials. However the main limit associated with air
coupling is the large acoustic-impedance mismatch at the
transducer/air (and specimen/air interface) that causes
reflection of most of the incident energy. When sound passes
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normal displacement at the free boundaries is symmetric with
respect to the midline; in the A0-mode, the normal
displacement is antisymmetric with respect to the midline.
Figure1 illustrates the dispersion curves, calculated using
the ‘DISPERSE’ software package [8], for Polycrystalline
silicon using material properties given in Table 1. These
curve show that only the S0 and A0 fundamental modes can
propagate in the wafer below the 0.5 MHz. The A0 mode has
a lower wave speed than the S0 mode. The A0 mode therefore
has a smaller wavelength and is more sensitive to smaller
levels of damage. Figure 2 shows illustrations of Displacement
profile of these two modes. In spite of A0 mode’s slow
propagation speed with respect to the S0 mode, the A0 mode
is more easily detected by air-coupled transducer than the S0
mode. The reason for this is that the A0 mode generates very
large out-of-plane displacements in comparison to the S0
mode.

Air coupled ultrasonics  usually use  selective excitation
and reception particular lamb wave mode to increase the
signal to noise ratio ,in this case  A0 mode Lamb wave mode.
The angle incidence of transducer is determined by the phase
velocity of A0 mode and the wave velocity of the air, based

on the following Snell’s law.  Ø = Sin-1 (VC / Vm). where Ø
– incident angle  of transducers required to generate / detect
the chosen Lamb mode. VC is the wave velocity of the air
and Vm is the phase velocity of the generated A0 mode.

Table 1: Material properties

Material E (GPa) υ ρ(kg/m3)

Polycrystalline
silicon 155 0.219 2330

a) Phase velocity. Solid lines for Symmetric (S0) and
dash lines for Antisymmetric (A0) modes

3. Experimental Studies

3.1 Silicon wafer Specimens

Samples of polycrystalline Silicon were supplied by
manufacturer in the form of plates of dimensions 175mm ×
175mm × 0.2mm thick were used in current experiment. The
Wafers examined in this study was initially assumed to have
no cracks. The cracks were made by tapping the wafer with
the help of a sharp scribe.

Fig. 1 : Lamb wave Disperse plot for 200um thick
Fig. 2 : Displacement characteristics of symmetric (S0) and

antisymmetric (A0) Lamb modes
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3.2 Air Coupled Ultrasonics Test Procedure

Noncontact ultrasound (NCU) probes made from Gas
Matrix Piezo (GMP) material by NCU Ultran group   was used
in all the experiments reported in this paper. These unfocused
air-coupled   ultrasound transducer having central frequency
of 200KHz. Experiments were conducted in pitch-catch mode
where in one transducer behaves as transmitter which emits
an ultrasonic pulse while the other transducer behaves as a
receiver and receives the ultrasonic scattered signals. The
transducers were inserted into a custom made holder that
was made by plastic to reduce the weight of the holder for
pitch catch configuration. They transducers were were
orientated at an angle above the Silicon wafer calculated
from Disperse software. The vertical movement of each
transducer could be adjusted manually In addition, the
transducer attachment could be moved in X and Y direction
under computer control.  A stepper motor enabled turntable

was used which gives 900 rotation to the silicon wafer sample
so that scanning in Y axis was possible without rotating the
transducer attachment. The Fig. 3 illustrates the experimental
setup

The air coupled transducer was excited with electrical
spike of 900 V   by a Panametrics pulser/receiver which emits
ultrasound into the surrounding air. This pulser/receiver
model has an option to adjust pulse height, pulse reputation
frequency, pulse attenuation, pulse damping and receiver
gain. The pulser/receiver damping was set as per transducer
manufacturer recommendation and attenuator was set to nil.
The wave launched by the transmitter enters the silicon
wafer and is mode converted into the Lamb wave. The Lamb
wave travels through the thickness of the of the silicon wafer
and also  leaks energy into the surrounding air ,which is
captured by the  second air coupled transducer acting as a
receiving transducer;  is then converted back to electrical
energy . The received signal from the air coupled transducer

Fig. 3 : Schematic of experimental set up for air coupled ultrasonics crack detection
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is amplified in series of stages by the inbuilt amplifier present
in the pulser/receiver; first amplified by 20 db low noise
auxiliary preamplifier and then routed through a 60 db
preamplifier. Furthermore the pulser/receiver is set to filter
the signal using a band pass filter with a low cut-off
frequency of 500 KHz and a high cut-off frequency of 30
KHz. This signal is then acquired by a high-speed analog to
digital converter (ADC) National Instruments PXI card on a
PXI 1033 Chassis which digitizes with a sampling frequency
of 10 MHz with 12 bit resolution before being transferred to
computer for further processing.  The record length of the
signal to be captured was fixed between 2500 to 3500 points
by multiple trials on each Silicon wafer sample so that the
length is more than the time taken by the A0 mode to travel
from the transmitter to receiver including the air path i,e  time
taken by the wave in air to travel both in transmit and receive
path . A custom LabVIEW™ based data acquisition and
signal processing program is used to perform further filtering
and averaging the captured data to improve the signal to
noise ratio of the digitized data. The LabVIEW (Laboratory
Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench) is a graphical
programming environment developed by National Instrument,
suited for high-level or system level design. The advantage
of this programming environment is given mostly by the
flexibility and very rapid development time offered by this
graphical programming software. This program operates real
time on the captured data from the ADC card by filtering with
a high pass filter of 150 KHz and a low pass filter to 250 KHz
and then averaging over 256 times before being stored in the
computer. The translation stage   moves the transducer above
the surface of wafer along the X-axis or Y-axis at 1 mm
intervals. A stepper motor enabled turntable was used which
gives angle rotation to wafer.

3.3 Air Coupled Ultrasonics Experimental Results

The results from pitch catch experiments in two different
specimens are presented as B – scan images. Distance
between the transmitter and receiver was selected to be

Fig. 4 : B-scans of Polycrystalline Silicon on a Good sample
in X and Y direction (Signals amplified by with 60db
gain & filtered with 256 averages)

Fig. 5 : B-scans of Polycrystalline Silicon on a Cracked sample in X and Y direction (Signals amplified by with 60db gain & filtered
with 256 averages)
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100mm. During scanning excitation and reception angles are
fixed 24deg.The scanning was carried with step size of 1mm
both in X direction and Y direction in the samples by moving
the holder mounted on the carriage; which moves the
transmitter and receiver simultaneously. Multiple trials were
conducted and data were recorded for guided waves
propagating on a good sample and with a sample having
crack. When a crack is introduced, the A0 mode propagation
between the transducers is blocked depending on the
orientation of crack the receiver receives little or no signal.
The through crack blocks propagating Lamb waves. The
Figures 4 and 5 clearly illustrate effect of crack on Bscan
images in wafer due to presence of through crack with that
of non defective sample. The vertical axis shows scanned
distance in mm and horizontal axis shows enveloped of the
time of flight of signals. The colour coding in Bscan
represents the amplitude of the signal.

4. Conclusions

In general, this investigation has tried to document the
basic features needed to develop an air-coupled non-contact
system for crack detection of solar wafer. This system
successfully has demonstrated to transmit and receive A0
Mode at a frequency of 200 KHz on a Silicon wafer. Line scan
rather than point approach in turn reduces the time taken for
scanning. Area coverage of 100% is possible with single
sided Line-Scan approach. The present system is automated
for crack detection with scanning time less than 15 sec for
each wafer. Furthermore with baseline data on a good sample
a damage index can be found which can compared with other
samples for automated rejection of cracked samples during
inline processing .This methodology does not find the crack
location. However, this approach offers very rapid screening
for accept or reject of wafer during online processing.
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